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You and your cubicle partner have been sitting right across from each other for hours: Slacking, e-

mailing and MS Exceling in complete silence. A few minutes before lunch, you turn around and say a

joke: maybe a “knock knock” joke your dad told you or that Borat impression you’ve been trying to

master since the 9th grade. Your joke falls flat, adding an extra layer of awkwardness to an already

boring situation.

Filmmaker and iconic comedian Mel Brooks once said. “Humor is just another defense against the

universe.” Most of the time, the office can feel rigid and tense. In the United States, 70% of workers feel

unhappy at their job. It’s only natural to try to use humor to alleviate stressful scenarios and to try to

bond with coworkers. According to research, allowing humor in the office can actually lead to a more
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relaxed work environment that benefits not only employees, but also management.

For some companies, having a quirky sense of humor has become a key element to their brand.

Southwest Airlines famously encourages their flight attendants to perform mini-standup routines for

passengers. Jokes like “if you smoke in this airplane, the FAA will fine you $2000 and at those prices, you

might as well fly Delta” have helped Southwest Airlines build a rapport with their customers and make

what is arguably the most uncomfortable experience ever, flying, a little more fun. In the 21st century,

encouraging workplace humor shouldn’t be that radical.

However, it’s important to always keep in mind that there’s a fine line between crying because you’re

laughing and crying because someone made you feel sad. What some might view as funny can offend

In the United States, 70% of workers feel unhappy at
their job.
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‘Humor is just another defense against the universe.’-
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and hurt others. So, what type of humor is appropriate for the workplace? A well known fact about me is

that before I started writing content for innovative personality test apps, I was a critically acclaimed

comedian that toured all across America, telling personable and yet relatable jokes that exposed the

essence of human existence. In order to give back, I have compiled a list of suggestions for workplace

humor. Take notes:

1) No Fart Jokes

In the 21st century, encouraging workplace humor
shouldn’t be that radical.
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They’re gross, infantile and simply not funny. Don’t buy that Whoopee cushion or fart machine, and

definitely don’t approach a coworker with the disgusting “pull my finger” bit. Unless you’re literally a

Minion, no one will laugh.
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(A scene from Despicable Me in which the presence of a Minion makes a fart joke funny)

2) Be Careful About Politics

Thankfully the 2016 election is over! But that doesn’t mean the colorful personalities are out of the

picture. Whether you’re a Republican, Democrat, Libertarian or an anarchist like me, you shouldn’t
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assume that your coworkers have the same exact political beliefs as you. My general rule is to

occasionally share a political meme or GIF that’s universally funny but to never explicitly mock a

politician at the workplace. Trust me, sometimes it’s best to keep certain things to yourself. The

revolution can always wait.

3) Don’t Be a Bully

The revolution can always wait.
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Bullying takes place in 33% of workplaces today. Unfortunately, it’s quite easy for offices to replicate the

hurtful and ugly social hierarchies of middle school. I recommend that before you ‘roast’ (relentlessly

make fun of) a coworker, you make sure that both of you have a solid enough relationship to exchange

jokes. Yes, pranks can be funny, refreshing and add much needed excitement to the workday. But try

not to prank the same person over and over again! That kind of behavior could be misinterpreted as

bullying and make a lighthearted work environment into being hostile and at times, traumatizing.

4) Not all situations call for humor

Bullying takes place in 33% of workplaces today.
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When I used to get uncomfortable, I cackled like a hyena in heat and then made a self-deprecating joke.

Rarely did this ever make the situation any better. Whether it’s a serious lunch with consultants

discussing budgets or a “come to Jesus” meeting with HR, sometimes humor isn’t appropriate.

When I used to get uncomfortable, I cackled like a hyena
in heat and then made a self-deprecating…
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5) Don’t be a bigot

Avoid making racist, sexist, transphobic or homophobic jokes. If someone is hurt by your joke, you

shouldn’t fall back on saying “it’s just a joke” or lazily responding with “here comes the PC police!”

Instead you should sit down, listen to what they have to say, wholeheartedly apologize and then vow to

be more mindful next time!  

6) Pop culture references are your friend
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Pop culture jokes are great for the workplace! They are relatable and create an opportunity for you to

bond with coworkers with similar interests. You will never know for sure if you’re the only person who

absolutely loves an obscure Canadian teen drama if you don’t have the courage to reference it! May the

force be with you 

7) Take Risks!
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The late Joan Rivers said. “I’ve had so much plastic surgery, when I die they will donate my body to

Tupperware.” Her jokes were always risky, bold and most importantly, an extension of her beautifully

outlandish personal brand. I…loved her. Don’t fall back on well-worn cliches. Try something new and tell

a joke that expresses your unique personality!

“I’ve had so much plastic surgery, when I die they will
donate my body to…
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There’s a little bit of “animal” inside all of us. What’s YOUR spirit animal? Take this fun personality quiz to…
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Quiz: How Happy Are You At Work?

Did you know that 70% of Americans are unhappy at work? Luckily, there’s an innovative app trying to fix that! Take our…
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Deep in the Good&Co labs we’ve been mixing and shaking more than just martinis. We’ve concocted a super secret

algorithm…
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